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Safety and Cautions 

Safety is of paramount importance in both installation and use of the Air 
Safe Tower System.  Observe all Cautions and Notes found in this man-
ual, as well as common sense precautions to ensure safety of yourself 
and others.  

The Air Safe Tower is recommended for use only in regular size truck 
beds.  

The Air Safe Tower Fifth Wheel Hitch System is designed to tow 5th 
Wheel Trailers with a Gross Vehicle Weight Rating not exceeding any of 
the  component parts.  Exceeding the rated capacity is not recommended.  

The Air Safe Towers (set of two) are rated for a maximum Gross Vehicle 
Weight Rating of 25,000 lbs.  

The Air Safe Tower Yoke is to be used only with the Hitch Head is de-
signed and sold for.  

Install the Air Safe Tower Fifth Wheel Hitch System using bedrails that 
are rated for the Gross Vehicle Weight Rating of the Hitch Head.  

Caution:  On all installations there must be a minimum of 5-1/2 clearance 
between the bottom of the trailer nose and the top of the truck bedsides 
prior to inflation of the airbags.  This is to prevent damage to the truck, 
trailer of hitch due to lack of clearance.  

Caution:  Never inflate the Air Safe Tower airbags over 100 psi.  
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Unpacking and Installation 

1. Unpacking:  The Air Safe Hitch Assembly ships in three boxes as indicated be-
low.  Inspect all parts for damage and verify that all items listed are present  

Box 1 and 2 Contain

   
Air Safe Tower (Qty 1 each box)   

Shock (Qty 1 each box)   

Hardware bag (Qty 1 each box)  

Box 3 Contains

   

Hitch Head Mount Yoke (Qty 1)   

Hardware Bag (Qty 1)  

Hitch head and bed rails are packaged and sold separately.  

2. Hitch Installation:   

a) Install bed rails per manufacturer s instructions.  

b) For Air Tower Hitches that are being installed as an upgrade to an exist-
ing hitch, retain all removed parts and hardware until installation of new 
system is complete.  

c) (Note:  All hardware mentioned below is included in either the Air Tower 
or the Yoke hardware bags unless otherwise noted.)  

d) Place the foot tabs of the two towers into the appropriate slots in your 
bed rails for your yoke/hitch head combination.  Ensure that the shock 
mount bracket on each tower is on the outside of the tower.  Secure the 
towers using the H-246 1/2 diameter clevis pins.  Secure the clevis pins 
with the U-17 medium hairpins.   
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e) Insert one end of the air hose assembly into the tee at one of the towers, push-
ing the hose in as far as it will go.  Insert the other end into the tee at the other 
tower.  

f) Place the yoke across the two towers with the pads towards the front of the 
truck.  Align the holes in each end of the yoke with the holes in the tower for the 
required hitch height.  Insert the four U-69-AH 9/16 diameter bolts  thru the AH-
816W-1 shock mounting plates and then thru the yoke holes and tower holes.  
Place a U-71-H lock washer on each bolt, and thread on a U-70-H hex nut.  
Snug down the four bolts and torque to 65 ft-lbs. 

(Note:  If your yoke hardware bag includes 9/16 diameter flat washers and a shock 
mounting plate, these parts (along with the 1/2 dia x 4.5 long bolts and 1/2 nuts) 
are no longer required.  Use the mounting plate and hardware that are included with 
the tower hardware bag.)  

g) Using the EX-Nytie nylon cable ties, secure the air hose to the tabs located on 
the underside of the yoke.  (This will help prevent air leaks due to vibration and 
movement.  

h) Install the shocks on each tower.  At the lower end, use one of the BL-050-250-S 
1/2 diameter x 2-1/2 bolt and the EX-28-H nylock nut.  At the upper end, use 
the other BL-050-250-S 1/2 diameter X 2-1/2 bolt, using a WA-050-150 washer 
at  each side of the shock lug.  Thread the bolt into the upper shock mount and 
torque to 65 ft-lbs.  

Install the hitch head into the cradles of the yoke.  Use the H-246 1/2 diameter 
clevis pins and U-17 medium hairpins to retain the hitch head. 

NOTE: IF YOKE IS MOUNTED IN THE VERY BOTTOM POSITION, THE HANDLE 
ON THE BINKLEY HEAD MUST BE FLIPPED UPWARD, WHEN DOING SO EN-
SURE THE HANDLE DOES NOT INTERFER WITH THE PIN BOX OF THE KING-
PIN, IF IT INTERFERS, YOU MUST ORDER A STRAIGHT HANDLE P/N 2500001 
FROM AIR HITCH TECHNOLOGY.    

Check for freedom of movement. 
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Air Safe Tower Operation and Maintenance 

Preparing for First Use 
Your Air Safe Tower is now installed and you re anxious to be on your way 
down the road.  You re almost there, but take a few minutes to ensure your 
hitch is set up properly for your particular truck/coach combination by follow-
ing the steps below. 

1. Lubricate the top bearing surface of the hitch with automotive type dry film lube.  
Use a dry film lube to lubricate pivot points/moving parts within the hitch head. 

2. Verify the crossbar is set at the proper height to provide a minimum of 5-1/2 
clearance between the bottom of the trailer nose and the top of the truck bed-
sides, and allows for a level towing attitude of the coach.  If necessary, adjust 
the crossbar to the proper height, ensuring the fasteners are re-torqued to 65 ft-
lbs.Note: When setting the height ensure there is no air in the hitch system.  

1. Ensure the coach wheels are blocked front and rear, and that the rear stabilizer 
jacks are fully retraced. 

2. Level the coach so that the bottom plate of the kingpin box is level with the table-
top, or horseshoe plate, on the top of the hitch head. 

3. Retract the hitch head locking mechanism by pulling the hitch head handle to-
ward the front of the truck until the handle locks in the middle position parallel 
with the tailgate.  The release pin that is under the handle will need to be pulled 
to allow the handle to be moved far enough forward. 

Caution:  When preparing to engage the kingpin, do not move the handle all the way 
forward allowing the release pin to set in the handle mechanism.  This will lock the 
jaws in the open position and not allow them to close on the kingpin. 

6. Slowly back the truck so that the bottom plate of the kingpin box slides onto the 
tabletop and the kingpin slides fully into the throat of the hitch head.    (The jaws 
of the hitch head will need to tap or hit the kingpin with a little force to get them 
to release and close around the kingpin.) After the jaws have closed, set the 
parking brake of the truck and place the transmission into park.   

7. Check to ensure that the handle of the hitch head has moved fully rearward, 
locking the jaws in the closed position.  If the handle is still in the middle position, 
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8. If the jaws have not fully locked, ensure that the kingpin plate is applying down-
ward pressure to the hitch.  If necessary, raise the trailer jacks slightly. 

9. With the trailer wheels blocked on both sides of the trailers and front and back of 
the wheels, move the truck slightly back and forth to allow the kingpin to fully 
engage the jaws. 

10. Attach the electrical and breakaway connectors to the proper receptacles in ac-
cordance with your coach owner s manual, remove the blocks from the wheels of 
the coach and double check that the hitch is properly attached to your coach. 

11. Inflate the Air Safe Towers until the outer cylinder of the shock is within the 
green indicated zone. 

12. Inflate the Air Safe Towers until the outer cylinder of the shock is within the 
green indicated zone, Note: the tower system comes with an adjustable flow 
control valve on each tower side, when filling system with air, please allow the 
air to equalize in both airbags before fully adding the weight of the trailer. This 
can be adjusted, call Air Hitch technology for technical assistance. Also check 
system for any air leaks with leak finder before using to ensure good seal.  

Caution:  Operation of the hitch with the air bags over or under inflated can 
cause premature damage to the Air Safe Hitch System.  

12. Fully retract the trailer s front landing gear.  

Once you arrive at your destination, follow these simple steps to properly un-
couple your coach from your Air safe Tower Fifth wheel Hitch System.  

1. Block your coach wheels front and rear. 

2. If necessary, start your truck and back up against the kingpin to relieve pressure 
on the locking mechanism.  Set the parking brake, put the transmission into park 
and turn off your vehicle s engine. 

3. Extend the front landing gear of the coach until the weight of the coach is just off 
of the tabletop of the hitch head.  Do not exceed 1/16 gap between the bottom 
plate of the kingpin box and the tabletop of the hitch.   

Caution:  Raising the coach too high while still connected can damage the 
hitch head and other parts of the hitch system, as well as components of your 
coach.  Do not extend the rear stabilizers of the coach prior to or during un-
coupling.  
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4. Disconnect the electrical and breakaway connectors in accordance with your 
coach owner s manual.   

5. Pull the release pin and pull the lever all the way forward towards the cab of 
the truck, locking the jaws in the open position. 

6. Slowly pull your truck away from the coach. 

(Remember when preparing to hook the trailer back up that the handle must be in 
the middle position to allow the jaws to engage the kingpin.)        

Maintaining Your Air Safe Tower System  

1. Always operate and maintain the hitch head installed with the Air Safe Tower 
system  in accordance with the manufacturer s instructions. 

2. After the first 100 miles, and at least once a year thereafter, inspect all bolts for 
proper tightness.  Re-tighten bolts if required.  All fasteners should be torqued 
to 65 ft-lbs unless otherwise stated in the installation instructions (Chapter 1). 

3. Periodically inspect your Air Safe Towers and Yoke for wear or damage.  If 
excessive wear of damage is found, contact Air Hitch Technology at 866-41-
HITCH (866-414-4824), weekdays 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (Central) 




